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1. Introduction
Let ] be a projective plane of finite order n and G a group of automorphisms

of t, whose order is a power of 2. If n 3 (rood 4), then the structure of G
can be determined completely. This has been done in [5, Satz 1]. Here we
consider the casesn--- 5 (mod8) andn-- 1 (mod8). Ifn 5 (mod8),
we can again give a complete list of all possible isomorphism types (see Theorem
5). They are precisely those which also occur in the automorphism groups of
desarguesian planes of the corresponding order (provided, of course, that such
planes exist). If n 1 (rood 8), this ceases to be true, and apparently it
becomes quite difficult to describe all possibilities. However in many situa-
tions one still can determine the structure of the Sylow-2-subgroups of all
composition factors of a given group of automorphisms of ] (see Theorems 2
and 4).

2. Notations and definitions
Our notation is standard except perhaps in the following abbreviations"

Z the cyclic group of order n
D. the dihedral group of order n
Q. the (generalized) quaternion group of order n
M the group wth generators a and b and relations a 1,

bab a+-

ZG the center of the group G
Call the centralizer of the subgroup H in the group G
laH the normalizer of the subgroup H in the group G
Ge,....e, the stabilizer of the permutation group G on the points

P, ...,P,
PQ the line containing the points P and Q

(G) (oJ G

--1 --1xoy x y xy
xu y-axy
G (P, g) the subgroup of the automorphism group G consisting of all perspec-

tivities with center P and axis g
n Ira n divides m
2 m 2" divides m, but 2"+ does not divide m
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M U the set of all elements in the set M which are not contained in
the subset U
An involution .always is an element of order 2. A dihedral group is a group

with two generators a and b and the relations

a’* b 1, bab a-1

where n -> 2. Hence in particular every elementary abelian group of order 4
is a dihedral group. A quasidihedral group is a group with two generators a
and b and the relations

a b= 1, bab a-+’-1

where n __> 3. Both ordinary and generalized quaternion groups will simply
be called quaternion groups.
A projective plane is a pair (P, G) consisting of a set P and a collection G of

subsets of P with the following properties"

(I) If g, h e G and g h, then g n h] 1.
(II) If P, Q e p and P Q, then there exists exactly one element g e G

such that P and Q are contained in g.
(III) There exist four elements of 1, no three of which are contained in

an element of G.

3.2-groups containing a homology group of maximal possible order
LEMM. 1. Let F. (P, G) be a projective plane of finite odd order n and G

a 2-group of automorphisms of F. all of whose involutions are perspectivities.
Then one of the following two statements holds:

(a) G does not contain any elementary abelian subgroup of order 8, and for
any point X e P and line y e G the group G (X, y) contains at most one involution.

(b) There exists a line g e G and a pointP e P g such that1 (G ) G (P, g ).
Furthermore

I2,(G) > 2, n-- 1 (mod4) and Gil2(n- 1).

Proof. Let G 1 and z be an involution contained in ZG. Since n is odd,
z is then a homology with a center P and an axis g, where P g, and obviously
P and g are left invariant by G. If all involutions of G have center P, they
must all have axis g, and we get

ill(G)

_
G(P, g).

If now furthermore 2 (G) _< 2, then we obviously have case (a). So if
statement (a) is false, we must have ], (G) > 2, and hence G (P, g) > 2
and n 1 (mod 4). Also the group G which leaves invariant P and g must
then operate regularly on P g u {P}. But this implies

[G 1[ au {P}[ n 1 (n 1)(n -}- 1)

and GI 2 (n 1), since 2 II n - 1. Hence we have case (b).
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Assume now that there exists an involution i whose center A is different
from P" Since i commutes with z, it leaves invariant P and g. Therefore
A e g, and P e a, if a is the axis of i. Now let M be an elementary abelian
group of largest possible order containing i. Then M leaves invariant A, P
and a g. Since every element 1 of M is an involution and so a perspec-
tivity we have

M M (P, g) t M (A, a) t M (a r g, AP).

Here the three subgroups have pairwise intersection 1, andM (P, g) contains
the central element z because of the maximality of M. These facts together
imply M] 4 and

(1) i (i} X

If is any involution of G (P, g), we have o z 1 and, since-Ci leaves a
and g pointwise invariant, also o i 1. Hence M. (2} is elementary abelian,
and 2 e M, which means 2 eM (P, g) (z}. So G(P, g) contains only one
involution. Therefore any elementary abelian subgroup of order >_ 4 must
contain an involution i whose center is different from P and so must have
order 4 because of (1).

Finally let us assume that G(A, a) contains more than one involution.
Then G(A, a) contains an elementary abelian subgroup E of order 4, and
E X (z) is an elementary abelain subgroup of order 8, which is impossible.
This completes our proof.

T.OaEM 1. Let F, (P, G) be a projective plane of finite odd order n,
P e P a point, g G a line and G a 2-group of automorphisms of E such that

(a) (, 1)/] G(P,g) l(mod2) and
(b) G(P, g)

_
ZG.

Then GIG (P, g) is either cyclic or a dihedral group.

Proof. Because of (a) and the assumption n-- 1 (rood 2)we
have G (P, g) 1. This implies that P g. Furthermore P and g must be
iavariant under G, since G (P, g)

_
ZG by (b).

Let i e G be an involution which is no perspectivity. Then by Baer [1] the
fixed elements of i determine a subplane 1 of ] of order m, where n m.
Since P and g are invariant under i, P is a point and g a line of F. Let a be
a line of incident with P. We denote Z G (P, g). Then Z commutes with
i by (b) and therefore leaves invariant . But this implies that Z leaves
invariant the m q- 1 points of on a. Hence Z m 1 and

2}mq-l= (m- 1)/(m- 1)= (n- 1)/(m-I){ (n-1)/{Z{
which is a contradiction to (a). So we have"

PaOPOS:T:ON 1.1. P and g are left invariant by G and P g. Every involu-
tion of G is a homology.

Assume now that Z is not cyclic. Then the group Z, which is abelian by
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(b), must contain more than one involution. By Lemma 1 this implies that
all involutions of G are contained in Z and that the number of these involu-
tions is larger than 1. Also eli 2 (n 1), and by (b) we get [G’Z] _< 2.
We have proved:

PROPOSITION 1.2. If G (P, g) is not cyclic, then G (P, g) contains all involu-
tions of G and [G’G(P, g)] 2. Also G(P, g) containsmore than one involution.

Assume now that G leaves invariant a point A1 e g. Since n is odd, G must
then have a second fixed point A. A1 on g. We denotea AP for i 1, 2.
Since Z G, each orbit of G in a {A, PI must have at least length 2r, if
2r-- IZl. But on the other hand2lln- lby (b). So there must exist
orbits O of G in a {A, P}, which have precisely lenh 2. Let P e O
and G G. Then

z
and since obviously Z n G 1, this implies G GZ. Furthermore Z ZG,
so G G and therefore

(2) G ZG ZG
Now by Proposition 1.1 every involution of G is a homology with axis a.
Since a a this implies

[G,]n-i, GnG== 1
and

G1 G/G n G2 GIG2/G2 G/G2 GZ/G2 Z/Z G2 Z.

If Z is not cyclic we have G Z by Proposition 1.2 and (2). If Z is cyclic, by
the above equationG is cyclic too, and so

G=ZG
is abelian. We have--for the case considered heractually proved more
than we claimed in the theorem:

POOSITIO] 1.3. If G (as in Theorem 1) leaves invariant a point A e g,
then there exists a point X e AP A, P} such that

G G(P, g) X G.
FurthermoreG is cyclic and] G n 1.

If n 3 (mod 4) then by [5, Satz 1] G is a cyclic group, a quaternion group,
a dihedral group or a quasihedral group. Since Z 1 this implies in any
case that G/Z is either cyclic or dihedral.
The proof of Theorem I now is completed by the following:

PROPOSITION 1.4. If G (as in Theorem 1) does not leave invariant any
point on g and n 1 (rood 4) then one of the following statements holds:

(a) G (z, a, b), where z2 a2" b 1, r s, az za, bz zb and
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bab a-z2-’. Here (z) G (P, g) and (a) G for some point X P which
is different from P and not incident with g.

a" 1, r> sandb-ab a-b *+ Here(b) G (a, b), where b+

(b) G (P, g) and (a) G: for some point X P which is different from P and
not incident with g. Also1 (G) (a’-} X (b’}, if s > O.

(c) G(P,g)isnotcyclic,(G) G(P,g), [G’G(P,g)] 2and 2(G) >
2.

Proof. Sincen 1 (mod4) wehaver > land211 n-t- 1. Hence the
number of subsets of cardinality 2 of g is odd, and so G must leave invariant
one of these subsets, say {A, B}. If we denote H G.., we have

Z<H<IG and [G’H]=2,

since G has no fixed point on g. Also by Proposition 1.3

(3) H Z H,
where X is a suitable point of AP {A, P}, andH is cyclic, say Hx

If Z is not cyclic we must have case (c) by Proposition 1.2. Assume Z is
cyclic. We denote Z (z}, o(a) 2’ and choose an arbitrary element
b e G H. Then b interchanges A and B and therefore mapsX on some point
X on BP {B, P}. Since every element of (a) n (a) leaves invariant
A, B, X and X, we have

(4) (a) n (a) 1

by Proposition 1.1. So we get 2’ ](a)[ (a)l <]H 2+’ and s < r.
If s 0 then H Z, which implies that G is abelian, and we have one of the
cases (a) and (b). So we can assume s > 1. Then (3) together with (4)
implies that the involution in (a) is the product of the involutions of the cyclic
groups (z) and (a). If we denote a az, we get from (3),

2s--l--t2a--1 U2s-- 1--2r--a" z- (a)’- a’-z’" and a z 1.

Hence (u2’- 2-)2 is an integer. Since

( u2’--2- )u= 2
2 -t- 1 2-’

and z((’---l)z-+’) is also a generator of Z we may assume u 2-*.
beH, and H is abelian. So we have

a az*Zr-Sz2r-* a1- Z
(2r-)($-1"1)

2l 2"--’(tA- 1) and 2*IRA- 1.

Therefore a a- and a a-z-. Denote b az. Then

a*z b (b) (a*z) -,
=a z z,

a z2-’ 1 and 2[v2-.
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But this implies 2 v and b z. If now w is even, then we can find an
involution in G H, for example bz-/. So in this case we may assume
b 1 and have case (a). If w is odd we have G (b, a) andcase (b).
(If we don’t have case (a), then all involutions of G must lie in
H. So H1 (G) H1 (H) (a’-’) X (b’).)
THEOREM 2. Let A be a translation plane with kernel K and finite order

n K such that n m 1 (mod 2). If G is a group of automorphisms
ofA and C a composition factor of G, then either C 2, or C 1 (mod 2),
or G and C have thefollowing three properties:

(a) If S is a Sylow-2-subgroup of C, then S is a dihedral group
and IS[! 1/2 (n 1).

(b) G does not leave invariant any point on the line at infinity of A.
(c) C is the only composition factor of G whose Sylow-2-subgroups are not

cyclic.

Proof. Let T be the group of all translations and P an affine point of A.
Then we have

G/G n T GT/T (GT)eT/T (GT)e/ (GT)e T ._ (GT)e.
Since G n T has odd order and we are looking for composition factors of even
order, we may assume without loss of generality that G leaves invariant the
point P. Let K q and let H be the group of all automorphisms of A.
Then by Andr [3, p. 132] the group H (P, g) of all homologies with center P
and axisg is a cyclic group of order q 1. Since obviouslyH (P, g) <:] He,
the product GH (P, g) is a group. Also we have

GH (P, g..)/H (P, g.) ---- G/G nH (P, g..),
and since any composition factor of the cyclic group G n H(P, g) is of prime
order, we can assume H (P, g) G. But then G/CH (P, g.) is abelian,
since H(P, go.) is cyclic. Therefore we may even require

(5) H(P, g)

_
ZG.

Now let U be a Sylow-2-subgroup of G. Then

U (P, g) V H (P,

is a Sylow-2-subgroup of the normal subgroup H(P, g). Therefore
V (P, g) 2r if 2 II q 1. Since m is odd we have qm-1 _{_ qm-. + +

q 1 1 (mod 2) and because of the equation

n- (q- +q+

this implies 2 n 1. This together with (5) allows us to apply Theorem 1.
It follows that U/U (P, g) is either cyclic or a dihedral group.

As in [3, p. 131] we define her translation planes to be affine planes. So even if A is
desarguesian, G is a group which leaves invariant the line at infinity of A.
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Since G(P, g,) is cyclic, we are only interested in the factor group
GIG (P, g,). This group contains the Sylow-2-subgroup

UG (P, g /G (P, g. ) . U/U G (P, g U/U (P, g

which is, as we have just seen, either cyclic or a dihedral group.
If the Sylow-2-subgroups of C are cyclic, then C 2 or C -= 1 (mod 2)

by the Theorem of Burnside [6, p. 419, Sat 2.6]. Assume now that the Sylow-
2-subgroups of C are not cyclic. Then U/U (P, g) must be a dihedral group
and hence we have the first part of (a). Furthermore (b) follows from
Proposition 1.3, and (c) we get at once from the fact that every normal series
of a dihedral group contains at most one noncyclic element.
We still have to prove the second part of (a). To do this, we assume in

addition that G is a group of smallest possible order among all subgroups of
H which have a composition factor isomorphic to C. Then G does not con-
tain any normal subgroup of index 2. If n - 3 (mod 4), this implies by
[5, Sate, 2] that U is either cyclic or a quaternion group. But then U (P, g)
contains the only involution of U, and U operates regularly on the n 1
affine points P. Hence V ll n 1 and V/V (P, g..) is a dihedral group
of order dividing 1/2 (n 1). This implies (a).

Let n 1 (mod 4) and assume U/U (P, g..) 2’+. Then by Proposi-
tion 1.3 and Proposition 1.4, U contains an element a of order 2 leaving
invariant a point X e P g {P}. By Proposition 1.1 the involution in
is a homology with axis XP and some center A g.. XP g.. So (a) oper-
ates regularly on g. XP g, A}. Hence 2’ n 1, and a
has 2 W (n 1)/2’ cycles on g. But the group of permutations of g in-
duced by G can contain only even permutations, because G does not contain
any normal subgroup of index 2. In particular a must induce an even permu-
tation ong. This implies that 2+ n 1 and completes (a).
By Feit and Thompson [4], every group of finite odd order is solvable.

Therefore the group G in Theorem 2 must be solvable if it leaves invariant a
point on g. Hence the stabilizer H.,, of the full automorphism group H of
A on an affine point P and two points A and B on g is always solvable, and
we get the following:

CooLLY 1 (Burmester and Hughes [2]). If Q is a quasifield of finite odd
order and odd dimension over its kernel, then the autotopism group of Q is solvable.

TEORE 3. Let G be a 2-group which contains no elementary abelian group
of order 8, and Q a subgroup of G isomorphic to a (generalized) quaternion group.
Then one of the following statements holds for the centralizer C CQ of Q
inG"

(I) C does not contain any elementary abelian normal subgroup of order
4.

(II) C is a dihedral group of order 8.
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(III) C ZQ )< A, where A is cyclic.
(IV) C/ZQ is a (generalized) quaternion group, 1 (C) 4 and

(C) zc.
Proof. We defineZ ZQandH QC. Then obviouslyi Z[ 2and

Z Q n C. Assume that C contains a normal subgroup T
Then Q

_
CT

_
NT and C

_
NT, so H QC

_
T, i.e. T <:l H. Now

obviously Z ZQ ZH, and therefore Z

_
T, since G contains no elementary

abelian subgroup of order 8. If/ C.T and 0 CoT, we have

i QO and [H’/] [C’0][2.
Again because of our assumption that G contains no elementary abelian sub-
group of order 8 and because of the fact T

_
Z/ we have

(6) 1 (/) 2 (() T.
Let Z (z). We prove that z does not have any root in : Assume there

exists an element c e such that c z. Take q e Q such that q z. Then
(qc) qc zz 1. Soqce(17) T and q Q n C Z, which is a
contradiction.
But this implies that /Z contains at most one involution. Indeed, if

X/Z is a subgroup of order 2 of /Z, then X must be elementary abelian,
since z has no root in C. Hence X 2 (C) T. So C/Z is either cyclic or
a quaternion group.

Let N/Z be largest cyclic subgroup of /Z which is normal in C/Z.
Then N ( if /Z is cyclic, and [C:N] 2 if /Z is a quaternion group.
This is also true if C/Z Q, because in this case the number of cyclic sub-
groups of order 4 of /Z is odd. Let aZ be a generator of N/Z. Since z
has no root, Z

_
(a) would then imply (a) 2, N! 2 and (1 -< 4.

But if ! -< 4, the factorgroup /Z is cyclic, and henceN and ( 2,
which contradicts the fact T

_
C. So Z n (a) 1, which implies

N Z X (a) and (N)
Assume C. Then the involution in (a) (obviously (a) 1) is not

invariant in C. This together with the facts N <:l C and (N) (as) im-
plies now 1 (N) 1, i.e. N T. But then N/Z 2, so /Z cannot be
quaternion group. Hence N T, and C must be a dihedral group of
order 8.
Assume C. If C/Z is cyclic, we have C N Z (a), i.e. case (III).

If C/Z is not cyclic, then C/Z is a quaternion group. Also obviously
T

_
Z( ZC and (C) T by (6).

THEOREM 4. Let E (P, G) be a projective plane of finite odd order n,
g e G a line, P P g a point not incident with g and G a group of automorphisms
of E leaving invariant Pand g. Furthermore let H be a Sylow-2-subgroup of the
homology group G (P, g) and S a Sylow-2-group of some composition factor of
GIG (P, g ).
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(a) If (n 1)/i H 1 (mod 2) and H ZG, then S is cyclic or a dihe-
dral group.

(b) If (n 1)/] H 1 (mod 2) and every involution in G is a perspec-
tivity, then S is cyclic, a centralized quaternion group or a dihedral group.

(c) If H is a quaternion group and every involution in G is a perspectivity,
then S is cyclic, a centralized quaternion group or a dihedral group.

Proof. If n --- 3 (mod 4), then H]I 2, and H is certainly cyclic. The
theorem then follows immediately from [5, Satz 1]. So we may assume
n--- 1 (mod4).
We consider the case (n 1)/[H --- 1 (mod 2)" Let U be a Sylow-2-

group of G containing H. Since n --- 1 (mod 4), the number of subsets of g
of cardinality 2 is odd. So U leaves invariant one of these sets, say {A, B}.
Then [U: UA,.] 2. Assume now that all involutions of U lie in U(P, g).
Then U, operates regularly on AP {A, P}, hence V., n 1, and our
assumption n 1/1 H 1 (mod 2) implies V., H, 4 GIG (P, g)l

So we can assume that U contains a homology with center on g and axis
through P (in case (a) this follows from Proposition 1.1). But then by
Lemma 1, H contains at most one involution. Hence in all remaining cases
H is either cyclic or a quaternion group.

Since G (P, g) <:l G, we have by the Frattini argument

G NH.G(P, g)
and

G/G(P,g) NH.G(P,g)/G(P,g) -- NH/NH n G(P, g) NH/NH(P,g).

Therefore we may assume without loss of generality that H < G.
Now since H is cyclic or a quaternion group, the group of outer automorph-

isms of H is either a 2-group or isomorphic to the symmetric group S (if
H Qs). Therefore the composition factors of NH/CH are all cyclic. Fur-
thermore we get the Sylow-2-structure of CH with the help of Theorem 1 and
Theorem 3. Indeed, if H is cyclic, then (a) and (b) follow from Theorem 1.
Suppose H is a quaternion group, and let C be a Sylow-2-subgroup of CH
and K HC. Then K(P, g) H, and therefore 21(K (P, g)) 2. This
already implies by Lemma 1 that K does not contain any elementary abelian
subgroup of order 8. Hence we can apply Theorem 3. Since n --- 1 (mod 4),
there exists a subset {A, B} of g, which is left invariant by K and has cardi-
nality 2. Then K., <:1 K and [K’K..] 2. If Ka., contains only one
involution, then K. is a quaternion group containing H. But this implies
C n g. 2 and C _< 4. If g., contains more than one involution,

then by Lemma 1, 21 (Ka.s) is an elementary abelian group of order 4 con-
sisting of the identity and three involutorial homologies. Now it is easy to
see that 2 (K,s) __c C, and since obviously 2(K,) < C, we may assume
that C contains an elementary abelian normal subgroup of order 4. Hence
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one of the statements (II)-(IV) in Theorem 3 holds. Obviously each of
them implies the required properties of CH.

4. The case n 5 (mod 8)
Let W3 be the group of order 32 with generators a, b, c and relations

a b c 1, ab ba, cac b.
Then we have:

LEMMA 2. (a) The maximal subgroups of Wa. are

S (a) X (b), T (ca, a) and U

If p ca and q a, then T (p, q), where pS 1, q 1 and qpq =pS.
Hence T . M

If p ab, q a and r c, then U (p, q, r), where p q r 1,
rqr qp, qpq p and rpr p. Among the maximal subgroups of U are

(ca, a) . Da and (ca, cab)

Proof. Since (ca) (ca) ba, we have ba e (W and

(a) X (ab)

_
(W,.).

On the other hand obviously G/(a) X (ab) is elementary abelian. Hence

(W3) (a) X (ab).

Therefore W has 3 maximal subgroups. The remaining details are easily
verified.

LEMMA 3. Let G be a group of order 8 which contains exactly 3 involutions.
Then G . Z X Z4
The proof is trivial.

THEOREM 5. Let F, (P,G be a projective plane of finite order n, where
n 5 (mod 8), and let G be a 2-group of automorphisms of F. Then G is iso-
morphic to a subgroup of Wa..

Proof. Obviously n is odd. If n were a square, we would have
n 1 (mod 8). Hence n is a non-square, and by Baer [1] we have:

PROPOSITION 5.1. Every involution in G is a homology.

If G contains an elementary abelian subgroup E of order 8, then by Lemma
1, E must lie in some homology group G (P, g), which implies n 1 (mod 8).
So we get:

PROPOSITION 5.2. G does not contain any elementary abelian subgroup of
order 8.
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Let G 1 and let z be an involution belonging to the center of G. Then
by Proposition 5.1, z is a homology with some axis g and some center P e P g.
Here P and g must be invariant under G, since all elements of G commute
with z. Now n 5 (mod 8) implies n -t- 1 2 (mod 4), and therefore there
exists a subset {A, B}

___
g such that A B and {A, Bl {A, B}. Let

G G,,.
Then

(<:1 G and [G:(]I2.
Since n 1 (mod 8), ( has an orbit O of length O -< 4 in g {A, B}. Let
Q O. Then G II 4, since every involution of ( must be a perspectivity
with center P and axis g, which implies that G acts regularly on AP
{A, P}. Now we get [(:(] O 4 and the following:

As our next step we show"

PROPOSITION 5.4. G does not contain any subgroup isomorphic to Z or
Q, and G does not contain any subgroup isomorphic to Zs or Qs.

Proof. Assume that G contains a subgroup X of order 8 which is isomor-
phic to Zs or Qs. Then X contains exactly one involution x, and this invo-
lution is a homology by Proposition 5.1. Since x leaves invariant A, B and
P, one of these points must be its center. Let us assume without loss of
generality that this is A. Then x G(A, BP), and X operates regularly on
AB {A, B}. Hence we get Zi n 1 and the contradiction Zll 4.

If G contains a subgroup Y of order 16 isomorphic to Z or Q, then in
any case G Y contains a subgroup isomorphic to Zs or Qs. which is impossi-
ble by the above argument.

PROPOSITION 5.5. /f > 8, then (A, BP ), (B, AP) and (P, g)
each contain exactly one involution. () Z and 1 () 4.

Proof. If fh (() G (P, g), then ( acts regularly on AP {A. P}, and
hence GII4. So we may assume that there exists an involution
q e G(P, g). Let q ((A, BP). Then since z Z(, qz is again an in-
volution and by Proposition 5.1, a homology. Because qz has no fixed points
on g {A, B} and BP- {P, B}, we must have qzeG(B, AP). Now by
Lemma 1, (P, g), ((A, BP) and G(B, AP) each contain exactly one
involution, which then of course is central, since these three groups are nor-
mal in (. Since

a(O) O(P, g) u O(A, BP) u O(B, AP)

by Proposition 5.1, we finally get fh() 4.

POVOSTIO 5.6. Assume OI 8. Then " Zo. X Z and one of the
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following statements holds"
() G=.
(b) GM16.
(c) G (p, q, r}, where p q r 1, rqr qp, qpq p and rpr p.

Here p2 z and p has at least 6 fixed points on g.

Proof. The first claim follows at once from Proposition 5.5 and Lemma 3.
Assume G , i.e., G 16. Then by Proposition 5.5, contains besides
the involution z two further involutions q e (A, BP) and qz e (B, AP),
and each element in G G interchanges q and qz. So obviously G is not
abelian. We treat two separate cases"

(I) Assume G contains an element x of order 8. Then by Proposition
5.4 we have

Hence the involution q centralizes cyclic subgroup of index 2 in <x>; q does
not centralize x since x interchanges q nd qz. So G is isomorphic to
(see [6, Stz 14.9, p. 90]).

(II) Assume G does not contain ny element of order 8, nd let r be ny
element of G G. Then either r 1, or r is n involution in . But in
the second cse r z, since r does not commute with q or qz. This implies
that G

_
<z>, i.e., G/(z} is elementary abelian. Hence the conjugacy class

ra is contained in the residue class (z} r, and Cr > 8. Now Cr ( is a
group of order > 4 which has trivial intersection with (q}. So Cr ( is a
cyclic group of order 4, say (p), and Cr 8. Furthermore Cr
is obviously abelian, but by our assumption not cyclic. Hence there exists
an involution in Cr (p>, and we may assume that r itself is an involution.
Since r commutes with p, we have p z. Also G G contains four invo-
utions, which by Proposition 5.1 are homologies whose centers lie on g.
One easily sees that these centers are pairwise different and different from
A and B. Hence we have six homology centers on g, and these are all in-
variant under p, since p ZG. This completes our proof.

PROPOSITION 5.7. /f (1 16, then ’ Z X Z and either G or
G] 32 and G (a, b, c), where

a= 1, b= 1, c2= 1, ab ba and cac b.

Proof. As we have seen in the proof of Proposition 5.3, there exists a
point Q eg {A, BI such thatl i[ 4 and [’(]14. If i 16, this
impliesl[ 4. In the same way we get points ReAP {A, P} and
S eBB {B, P} such that iR sl 4. By Proposition 5.5, these
groups each contain exactly one involution, and different groups contain
different involutions. So (, R, s are cyclic and have pairwise intersec-
tion 1. Denote (a) and (b}. Then (a}(b}, and ( (a’*b’)
for suitable n, m. Since A and B are invariant under , the involutions a
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and b lie in the center Z. Therefore n and m must be odd; otherwise we
have (ab’) a or (abm) b, which is impossible, since the groups
(, Gr and Gs have pairwise trivial intersection. So we may assume n
m 1. But then (ab) must b the third involution ab, and we have

ab (ab) abab

and ab ba, i.e., ( is abelian.
Assume now that GandceG- . ThencmapsA ontoBandQ

onto some point on PB [P, B}. Therefore we may assume that QC R,
and even that c-lac b. Then

c-lbc c- (c-ac)c a

since c belongs to the abelian group . Denote c ab". Then c com-
mutes with a’b, and

ab c-anbc b a
so that

a b,-,.
Since (a) n (b) 1, we get b b and

(ca-’) cc-la-ca cb-’a 1.

Hence in any case there exists some involution in G G, and we can assume
c2= 1.
Using Lemma 2 we can prove now that G lwys is isomorphic to sub-

goup o w. 1 1 -< ii trii. 1 o s it oow from rropo-
sition 5.2, since 11 groups of order 8 which re not elementary abelin occur
s subgroups of W. Now by Proposition 5.3, there remain only the cses

Gi 16 d IVl 32, ut i hs cs h horem oow rom
Proposition 5.6 or Proposition 5.7.

If E is desrguesian, then the Sylow-2-subgroups of the full utomorphism
group of E hve order 32 nd therefore re isomorphic to W. Hence by
Theorem 5, every 2-group which operates s group of utomorphisms on

projective plane of order n 5 (mod 8), is isomorphic to subgroup of
the utomorphism group of the desrguesin plane of the sme order (if such
plane exists).

THEOREM 6. Let A be_an ane plane of finite order n, where n 5 (rood 8)
and G a group of automorphisms of A, which does not contain any normal sub-
group of index 2. Furthermore let D be the normal subgroup of G consisting of
all elements which leave invariant all points on the line at infinity. Then the
orders of the Sylow-2-subgroups ofD and G/D are at most 4.

Proof. Let S be a Sylow-2-subgroup of a counter-example G. Then S
leaves invariant an affine point P and a subset {A, B} of cardinality 2 of g,
since the number n of affine points of A is odd and the number n - 1 of
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points on g is not divisible by 4. Let $ Sa.. Then again

<:lS and [S:$]_< 2.

Since G is a counterexample, we have 1, n ZS 1, and hence there
exists an involution z ZS.
Assume now that $ acts regularly on g {A, B}. Then $] n 1

and therefore] 4. Also the center of z must then be one of the points
A and B. So A and B are invariant under S, i.e. S $ andS 4, con-
tracting our assumption that G is a counter-example. Hence there exists
a point X g {A, B} such that $ 1. Then $ contains an involu-
tion, which must be a homology with center P and is g. So S (P, g) 1.
Since S(P, g) S, we have S(P, g) n ZS 1, and wecansume
z e S (P, g) n ZS. This allows us to apply Propositio 5.1-5.7.
Now S n D S (P, g) is a Sylow-2-subgroup of D, and

SD/D D (P,

is a Sylow-2-subgroup of G/D. Since obviously S(P, g)][ 4, we
must have

ISIS (P, g) s
and S] 16. If l 16, then as we have seen in the proof of Proposi-
tion 5.7, contains an element of order 4 whose square has on g only two
ed points, namely A and B. But because 8 n 1, ts element is an
odd permutation and G must contain a normal subgroup of index 2, contra-
dicting our assumptions. So by Proposition 5.3, SI 16, I[ 8 and
S (P, g,) (z). By Proposition 5.6, we have now only two possibilities for
S, and must be either isomorphic to Z X Z, or to an elementary abelian group
of order 8. If Z, X Z4, then the automorphism group of is a 2-group,
hence Na Ca, and by a theorem of Burnside (see [6, p. 419, Satz
2.6]) has a normal 2-complement. So is an elementary abelian group
of order 8. But then A Na/Ca is isomorphic to a subgroup of the
group PSL(3, 2) of order 168 8.3.7, and since by Proposition 5.5 and
Proposition 5.6, contains involutions with two and sK ed points on g,,
this subgroup cannot act transitively on . Hence 7 f [A, which implies
that A 3 and that some subgroup E of order 4 of must be normal in
Na. Furthermore by the Theorem of Zassenhaus (see [6, p. 126, Satz 18.1])
Na has a 2-complement C. Now the subgroup EC has index 2 in Na and
hence is normal. Using the First Theorem of Grfin (see [6, p. 423, Satz 3.4])
we get that G contains a normal subgroup of index 2, which is a contradiction.
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